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We make a complete analysis of the Yukawa coupling unification in SU~5! extensions of the MSSM in the
framework of the radiative symmetry-breaking scenario. Both logarithmic and finite threshold corrections of
sparticles have been included in the determination of the gauge and Yukawa couplings atMZ . The effect of the
heavy masses of each model in the renormalization group equations is also included. We find that in the
minimal SU~5! modelb-t Yukawa unification can be achieved for too large a value ofas . On the other hand,
the Peccei-Quinnversion of themissing doubletmodel, with the effect of the right-handed neutrino also
included, exhibitsb-t unification in excellent agreement with all low energy experimental data. Unification of
all Yukawa couplings is also discussed.@S0556-2821~97!05015-7#

PACS number~s!: 12.10.Kt, 11.10.Hi, 11.30.Qc, 12.60.Jv

I. INTRODUCTION

Softly broken supersymmetry@1#, possibly resulting from
an underlying superstring framework, can lead to
SU(2)L3U(1)Y gauge symmetry breaking through radiative
corrections for a certain range of values of the existing pa-
rameters@2–4#. A most appealing feature of the minimal
supersymmetric standard model~MSSM! and its extensions
is that it exhibits gauge coupling unification@5# in good
agreement with the low energy values of the three gauge
couplings, known to the present experimental accuracy,
within the bounds set by the stability of the proton. The
Higgs boson running mass-squared matrix, although positive
definite at very high energies, when radiatively corrected,
develops at low energies a negative mass-squared eigenvalue
that triggers electroweak symmetry breaking. Running pa-
rameters are studied in the framework of the renormalization
group equations.

In the present article we complete the analysis of elec-
troweak symmetry breaking in the MSSM and various SU~5!
extensions of it@6,7#, focusing on fermion masses. Yukawa
coupling relations, such as theb-t Yukawa coupling equality
at high energies in relation to the experimentalmb /mt value,
give an extra constraint on models in addition to existing
strong constraints, such as the experimental value of
as(MZ). The input parameters of our analysis, apart from the
standard low energy inputs (aEM , GF , MZ , quark and lep-
ton masses! are the soft breaking parameters
(Mo ,M1/2,Ao), the ratio of the two VEV’s tanb(MZ), the
sign of the Higgs mixing parameterm and the superheavy
particle masses (MHc

,MS , . . . ) entering through their
thresholds in the renormalization group equations. On the
other hand, our output includes the strong coupling
as(MZ), the complete sparticle spectrum as well as other

quantities, like the unification scaleMGUT, etc. In this analy-
sis, for obvious reasons, we shall concentrate on that part of
parameter space that leads toas compatible with experiment.
The experimental values of third generation fermion masses
will be introduced as input while the high energy values of
Yukawa couplings will be treated as an output.

We have included both logarithmic and finite one loop
corrections~see Ref.@7# for more details! in the calculation
of sin2u(MZ)uDR̄ that determines theĝ1uDR̄ and ĝ2uDR̄ gauge
coupling values which are taken as boundary conditions at
MZ . Yukawa couplings are determined with the same next
to leading order accuracy as we employed in our analysis for
the gauge couplings. We extract the dimensional reduction
with modified minimal subtraction (DR̄) values of the
Yukawa couplings atMZ from the corresponding pole
masses of quarks and leptons@8# as we describe below.

The fermion masses, defined as the poles of the corre-
sponding propagators, are related to the DR¯masses,
m̂f(Q), by the self-energies,S f(p” ), as

mf
pole5m̂f~Q!1ReS f~mf

pole! ~1!

where2 iS f(mf
pole)52 i (S11mf

poleSg) is the one loop self
energy on shell of quarks or leptons. Our results for self
energies agree with those of references@9,10#. In the case of
the Peccei-Quinnversion of themissing doublet model
~MDM1PQ! the presence of the right handed neutrino of
massMR gives rise to a mass for the left handed neutrino
mn5(Ynt

2 v2sinb)/MR via the see-saw mechanism@11#. The

calculated one loop neutrino self energy correction is de-
noted by Sn . From Eq. ~1! we arrive at the values of
Yukawa couplings atMZ :

Ŷb~MZ!uDR̄5
mb
pole2ReSb~mb

pole!uDR̄
v̂~MZ!uDR̄cosb~MZ!

, ~2!*Electronic address: adedes@cc.uoi.gr
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Ŷt~MZ!uDR̄5
mt
pole2ReSt~mt

pole!uDR̄
v̂~MZ!uDR̄cosb~MZ!

, ~3!

Ŷt~MZ!uDR̄5
mt
pole2ReS t~mt

pole!uDR̄
v̂~MZ!uDR̄sinb~MZ!

, ~4!

Ŷn~MZ!uDR̄5AMR~mnt

pole2ReSnt
~mnt

pole!uDR̄!

v̂2~MZ!uDR̄sin2b
, ~5!

where all hats mean running couplings or masses evaluated
in the DR̄scheme. The running vacuum expectation value is
given by the formula

MZ
21RePZZ

T ~MZ
2!5

1

2
@ ĝ1

2~MZ!1ĝ2
2~MZ!#v̂2~MZ!, ~6!

where MZ
2 refers to the experimentalZ-boson mass and

PZZ
T is the real transverse part of theZ-boson one loop cor-

rections atMZ .
For a given set of pole massesmt

pole,mb
pole,mt

polewe define

the DR̄Yukawa couplings atMZ . Then we use the two-loop
renormalization group equations to run up to the scale
MGUT, where ĝ1 and ĝ2 meet. We impose the unification
condition

gGUT5ĝ1~MGUT!5ĝ2~MGUT!5ĝ3~MGUT! ~7!

and run down toMZ . The thresholds of the heavy masses,
both in gauge and Yukawa couplings, are treated with by
using the well known method of the step function approxi-
mation @12,6#. We have assumed universal boundary condi-
tions for the soft breaking parametersAo ,Mo ,M1/2. The
whole procedure is iterated until convergence is reached, im-
posing the constraints of radiative symmetry breaking, the
proton decay bound, the experimental bounds on supersym-
metric particles, and the perturbativity of the Yukawa and
gauge couplings up toMP .

The value of the bottom quark pole mass can be deter-
mined indirectly through its influence on hadron properties.
In Table I we display the pole mass of the bottom quark as it
is extracted from experiment in different processes following
various techniques@13#. ~For the determination of the pole
mass of the bottom quark from QCD momentum sum rules
for theY system see the recent article of Ref.@14#.!

As a characteristic mean value of the bottom quark mass
we shall choose belowmb54.9 GeV. The experimental mass
of t lepton ismt51.777 GeV. In addition, we adopt for the
mass of the top quark the average experimental value of
D0” and Collider Detector at Fermilab~CDF! experiment

mt5180 GeV. We also take thet neutrino to be in the cos-
mologically interesting domainmnt

53–10 eV. When we
depart from the above values we indicate so.

The unification of the Yukawa couplings in the MSSM or
in some supersymmetric grand unified models has been stud-
ied in @8,15,16#. The presence of right-handed neutrinos as
the only thresholds in the grand desert is studied in@17#
while some of their consequences in a supersymmetric
SO~10! model in@18#. In this article we examine, in a higher
level accuracy framework, the ratios of the Yukawa cou-
plings at the Unification scaleMGUT in the minimal SU~5!
and the Peccei-Quinn version of the missing doublet model,
in which the right-handed neutrino is included.

II. A LITTLE BIT MORE ABOUT THE MINIMAL
SU„5… MODEL

In this section we apply the preceeding formalism on the
minimal supersymmetric SU~5! model. We start with the su-
perpotential@19#

W5
1

2
M1Tr~S2!1

1

3
l1Tr~S3!1M2H̄H1l2H̄SH

1A2Y~d!
i j C if j H̄2

1

4
Y~u!
i j C iC jH, i , j51 . . . 3,

~8!

where the superfieldsS,H,H̄,f, C belong to the represen-
tations24, 5, 5̄, 5̄, and10, respectively. The SU~5! breaking
occurs when theS superfield develops a vacuum expectation
value in the direction̂S&[VDiag(2,2,2,23,23). In the re-
sulting effective SU(3)3SU(2)3U(1) theory we get the
following heavy particles with quantum numbers:

MHc

~3,1,21/3!5MH̄c

~3,1,1/3!
55l2V , ~9!

MV
~8,1,0!5Mv

~1,3,0![MS55l1V, MS
~1,1,0!5

MS

5
, ~10!

MV55g5V . ~11!

In addition to the RGE’s for the gauge couplings@7#, we
display here the RGE’s for the Yukawa couplings, treating
the superheavy thresholds in the step function approximation

16p2
dYb
dt

5YbH 6Yb
21Yt

21Yt
213Yb

2Q~H̄c!12Yt
2Q~Hc!

1
3

2
l2
2Q~v!1

3

10
l2
2Q~S!13l2

2Q~V!

2S 715g1213g2
21

16

3
g3
2D28g5

2Q~V!J , ~12!

TABLE I. Values of the bottom quark pole mass.

Description mb ~GeV!

Lattice computation ofY spectroscopy 560.2
e1e2→b hadrons cross sections 4.82760.007
Heavy quark effective theory 4.6160.05
Y system 4.6060.02
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16p2
dYt

dt
5YtH 4Yt

213Yb
21

3

2
l2
2Q~v!1

3

10
l2
2Q~S!

13l2
2Q~V!13Yb

2Q~H̄c!13Yt
2Q~H̄c!

2S 95 g1213g2
2D212g5

2Q~V!J , ~13!

16p2
dYt
dt

5YtH 6Yt
21Yb

213Yb
2Q~H̄c!13Yt

2Q~Hc!

1
3

10
l2
2Q~S!1

3

2
l2
2Q~v!13l2

2Q~V!

2S 1315g1213g2
21

16

3
g3
2D210g5

2Q~V!J ,
~14!

16p2
dl1

dt
53l1Q~v!H 65 l1

2Q~S!13l1
2Q~V!

1l2
224g2

226g5
2Q~V!J , ~15!

16p2
dl2

dt
5l2Q~v!H 3Yb

21Yt
213Yt

213l2
2Q~v!

1
3

5
l2
2Q~S!16l2

2Q~V!1
6

5
l1
2Q~S!

13l1
2Q~V!1l2

22S 35 g1217g2
2D212g5

2Q~V!J ,
~16!

where t5 ln(Q/MGUT) . We have denotedQ(x)[Q(Q2

2Mx
2). Note that MGUT5max$MV ,MHc

,MS% which we

take equal toMV as it turns out to be in all relevant cases@7#.
In Fig. 1 we have plotted the ratio of bottom andt

Yukawa couplings atMGUT as a function of tanb and the
input high energy massMS . We select as input soft breaking
masses atMGUT, so as to give consistent low energy results
within the experimentally acceptable region. We obtain that
the b2t unification in the minimal SU~5! is in agreement
with the pole mass of the bottom quark extracted from the
Lattice computation ofY spectroscopy as it is shown in
Table I. Nevertheless, even in this case the output modified
minimal subtraction scheme (MS̄) value ofas(MZ) is quite
large @as(MZ).0.127# compared with its average experi-
mental value 0.11860.003 @13#. Both the proton decay
bound and the theoretical perturbativity bound on the top
Yukawa coupling (Yt,1.5 atMGUT) strongly constrain the
Yukawa unification. We have also seen that Yukawa unifi-
cation is sensitive throughas to the logarithmic and finite
self-energy corrections of Yukawa couplings as well as to
the analogous corrections to the Weinberg angle atMZ . As
it is obvious from Fig. 1, decreasing the value ofMS de-
stroys ~for the lower values ofmb) or restores~for higher
values ofmb) the picture of Yukawa unification in contrast
to the MSSM case, in which all the high energy particles

have been decoupled from the renormalization group equa-
tions. In Ref.@20# the hope was expressed that lowering the
value ofMS might result in the unification of gauge cou-
plings at a scale close to the so-called string scale
M string5531017 GeV. This can be the case only ifmb>5
GeV, as shown in Fig. 1, but again with too large a value for
as @7#. A proposed mechanism to reconcile the value ofas

with the experimental data is the one which goes through the
high energy threshold of color triplet massMHc

. Lowering

this value down to 1015 GeV we obtain values ofas(MZ)
which are in good agreement with the experimental ones.
This cannot be the case, however, in minimal SU~5! where
we encounter the boundMHc

>1.831016 GeV due to the

proton decay constraint. This problem is solved in the
Peccei-Quinn version of the missing doublet model where
the proton decay rate is suppressed due to the presence of the
intermediate scale 1012 GeV. Putting aside the problem of
largeas in the minimal SU~5! model and varyingMHc

in the

region ~1.8–3!31016 GeV we obtain values for theb-t
Yukawa ratio, inside the shaded region of Fig. 1.

III. THE PECCEI-QUINN VERSION OF THE MISSING
DOUBLET MODEL

In order to avoid the numerical fine-tuning required in the
minimal SU~5! model we can replace the adjoint Higgs rep-
resentation by the75 representation which couples the Higgs
pentaplets to an extra pair of HiggsesQ and Q̄ in the 501
50̄ representation, respectively, that contains no isodoublets.
This extension of the minimal SU~5! is known as the missing
doublet model@21#. The superpotential of this model is

FIG. 1. The allowed region for the ratio of bottom and tau
Yukawa couplings atMGUT . The input values of the tau lepton and
top quark aremt51.777 GeV andmt5180 GeV, respectively. The
extracted value ofas(MZ) is greater than 0.127. If we still lower
theMS value down to 1014 GeV, we observe quite large values of
as . In the upper curve of the shaded regions, the heavy particles
MS ,MHc

have been decoupled~MSSM curve!.
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W5M1Tr~S2!1
1

3
l1Tr~S3!1l2HSQ1 l̄ 2H̄SQ

1M2Q̄Q2
1

4
Y~u!
i j C iC jH1A2Y~d!

i j C if j H̄,

i , j51 . . . 3. ~17!

As it has been shown in Ref.@7# this model built in such a
way, although it predicts small values ofas(MZ), leaves a
narrow window in the parametric space~especially in the
tanb) to work with, because of the bound which comes from
the proton decay stability. This problem which is also
present in the minimal SU~5!, albeit with large values of
as(MZ), provided strong motivation to construct versions of
SU~5! with a Peccei-Quinnsymmetry @22# that naturally
suppressesD55 operators by a factor proportional to the
ratio of thePeccei-Quinnbreaking scale over the grand uni-
fied theory~GUT! scale@23#. If we promote the symmetry by
an extra globalPeccei-QuinnU~1! factor the terms respon-
sible for Higgs boson masses must be replaced by

l2HSQ1 l̄ 2H̄SQ̄1l28H8SQ81 l̄ 28H̄8SQ̄81M2QQ̄8

1M28Q8Q̄1l3PH̄8H8.

We have introduced a new set of chiral superfields,
H8(50), H̄8(50̄), Q8(50), Q̄8(50̄), andP is a gauge singlet
superfield. The charges under the Peccei-Quinn symmetry
are C(1), f(21/2), H(22), H̄(21/2), Q(2), Q̄(1/2),
Q8(22), Q̄8(21/2), H̄8(1/2),H8(2), P(25). The Peccei-
Quinn symmetry is broken1 when the gauge singletP devel-
ops a vacuum expectation value at an intermediate energy
^P&[MHf8

/l3;101021012 GeV. The model is naturally
extended by introducing the three right-handed neutrino su-
perfieldsNi

c adding to the superpotential the Yukawa inter-
actions

WN5YnN
cfH1

1

2
l4N

cNcP. ~18!

These terms induce Majorana masses for the right-handed
neutrino multipletsNi

c and these masses are proportional to

the intermediate breaking scale sinceMR5l4 /l3MHf8
;O(1011–1012) GeV. Finally, the terms incorporated in
WN induce through the see-saw mechanism@11# very small
masses for the neutrinos. The spectrum obtained after the
breaking of the SU~5! gauge group can be read from Table II
where we have used the following reasonable assumptions
for the parameters in the superpotential of this model:

l2. l̄ 2.l28. l̄ 28 M2.M28;1018 GeV . ~19!

The running of the Yukawa couplings at the one loop
level is given by the renormalization group equations

16p2
dYb
dt

5YbH 6Yb
21Yt

21Yt
21

3

2
Yb
2Q~Hc!1

3

2
Yb
2Q~Hc8!

1Yt
2Q~Hc!1Yt

2Q~Hc8!1Yn
2Q~Hc!Q~R!

2S 715g1213g2
21

16

3
g3
2D28g5

2Q~V!J , ~20!

1This is achieved through a suitable sector involving singlets@24#.

FIG. 2. The ratio of theb-t Yukawa couplings as a function of
tanb in the MDM1PQ model when themb

pole is varied form,0
and m.0. The fixed input parameters aremt

pole5180 GeV,
MH

f8
51011 GeV,MHc

51015 GeV,MR51011 GeV,mnt

pole510 eV.

TABLE II. The spectrum of the MDM1PQ model.

75 50 Color triplets

MS8
(8,3,0)[MS M (6,1,43 )54M2 MHc

.MHc8
.32l2

2 V
2

M2MS(1,1,0)50.4MS M (8,2,12 )58M2
MQc

.MQc8
.8M2

MS6
(6,2,56 )5M S̄6

( 6̄ ,2,2 5
6 )50.4MS M ( 6̄ ,3,2 1

3 )54M2
Doublets

MO(8,1,0)50.2MS M ( 3̄ ,2,2 7
6 )58M2

MHf
50

MS3
(3,1,53 )5M S̄3

( 3̄ ,1,2 5
3 )50.8MS

M (1,1,22)58M2 MHf8
5l3^P&.1011 GeV

MS[20M152
40
3 l1V MV5A6g5V
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16p2
dYt

dt
5YtH 4Yt

213Yb
21

3

2
Yb
2Q~Hc!1

3

2
Yb
2Q~Hc8!

1
3

2
Yt
2Q~Hc!1

3

2
Yt
2Q(Hc8)1Yn

2Q~R!

2S 95 g1213g2
2D212g5

2Q~V!J , ~21!

16p2
dYt
dt

5YtH 6Yt
21Yb

21
3

2
Yb
2Q~Hc!1

3

2
Yb
2Q~Hc8!

1
3

2
Yt
2Q~Hc!1

3

2
Yt
2Q~Hc8!1Yn

2Q~R!

2S 1315g1213g2
21

16

3
g3
2D210g5

2Q~V!J , ~22!

16p2
dYn

dt
5YnQ~R!HYt

213Yt
212Yn

21
3

2
Yb
2Q~Hc!

1
3

2
Yb
2Q~Hc8!12Yn

2Q~R!13Yn
2Q~Hc!

2S 35 g1213g2
2D J , ~23!

16p2
dl1

dt
53l1Q~O!H 400081

l1
21

1152

29
l1
2Q~S!

1144l1
2Q~S6!1

128

3
l1
2Q~S3!1

160

3
l1
2Q~S8!

1
1744

27
l1
2Q~V!26g3

2210g5
2Q~V!J . ~24!

Note thatQ(R) stands forQ(Q22MR
2) and that again we

consider cases withMV5MGUT.
We have taken for all figures arranged below the input

soft breaking masses atMGUT to be: Ao5400 GeV,
Mo5300 GeV andM1/25300 GeV. Also, the superheavy
massMS is taken to beMS51016 GeV. These values are
indicative values corresponding to acceptableas @7#.

In Fig. 2 we have plotted the ratio of theb-t Yukawa
couplings atMGUT as a function of tanb(MZ) when we vary
the pole mass of the bottom quark in the range allowed by
Table I. It is clear in the case of the MDM1PQ model we get
b-t Yukawa unification both form.0 or2 m,0 together
with the excellent agreement of the value ofas(MZ) as this
is compared with the experimental average value
0.11860.003. In the case ofm.0 for large tanb there are
significant finite threshold corrections in the bottom andt
Yukawa couplings which arise from the chargino-squark or
gluino-squark loops and they are proportional tomtanb. This
fact @15# supportsb-t Yukawa unification in the large value
region of tanb for m.0. Note also that the upper bound in
the input parameter tanb(MZ)<36 doesnot come from the
bound of the proton decay rate as in the case of the minimal
SU~5! model, but from the requirement of the radiative sym-
metry breaking. This is a special feature of the Peccei-Quinn
version of the missing doublet model and is valid for all
figures arranged here.

In Fig. 3 we display the ratio of bothb-t andt-b Yukawa
couplings as the top pole mass is varied inside the region
mt
pole518268 GeV in the MDM1PQ model. TheYb /Yt

ratio then takes values in the regions 0.91–1.09 form,0 and
1.0021.11 form.0, respectively. Note also that as can be
seen in Fig. 3~c! and Fig. 3~d! the t-b ratio never reaches
unity due to the constraint of the radiative symmetry break-
ing.

2We follow the conventions of Ref.@6#

FIG. 3. The ratio of theb-t and t-b Yukawa
couplings atMGUT as the top pole mass is varied.
We keep the bottom pole mass,mb

pole54.9 GeV
fixed. The horizontal line shows theb-t or t-b
unification. The other inputs are similar to those
displayed in Fig. 2.
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Proceeding next to Fig. 4, we vary the mass of the color
triplet MHc

@Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!# and the mass of the inter-

mediate doubletMHf8
@Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!# for m,0 and

m.0, keeping fixed themt
pole5180 GeV andmb

pole54.9
GeV. Acceptable values foras are obtainable if we stay in
the vicinity of MHc

51015 GeV andMHf8
51011 GeV @7#.

For larger values of the color triplet or smaller values of the
intermediate doublet we get larger values for the strong cou-
pling as completely ruled out by experiment. As can be seen
in Fig. 4, b-t unification seems to prefer the case where
m,0 and low values of tanb.5. If we lower themb

pole down
to 4.8 GeV we also get form.0 ~this is shown in Fig. 2!
b-t unification in the low and large tanb regime.

In Fig. 5 we consider the behavior of all ratios of Yukawa
couplings. The renormalization group equations for the three
ratiosRt2n[Yt /Yn , Rb2t[Yb /Yt , andRt2b[Yt /Yb are

16p2
dRt2n

dt
5Rt2nH 3@Yt

22Yn
2Q~R!#1~Yb

22Yt
2!13~Yt

2

2Yn
2!Q~Hc!2S 4

15
g1
21

16

3
g3
2D210g5

2Q~V!J ,
~25!

16p2
dRb2t

dt
5Rb2tH 3~Yb

22Yt
2!1@Yt

22Yn
2Q~R!#1~Yn

2

2Yt
2!Q~Hc!2S 163 g3

22
4

3
g1
2D14g5

2Q~V!J ,
~26!

16p2
dRt2b

dt
5Rt2bH 5~Yt

22Yb
2!2@Yt

22Yn
2Q~R!#1~Yt

2

2Yn
2!Q~Hc!2

2

5
g1
222g5

2Q~V!J . ~27!

It can be easily observed that the SO~10!-type condition
Yt5Yb5Yt5Yn in the limit of high energies where all
thresholds theta functions are equal to 1 corresponds a zero
of the beta functions for the ratios provided we neglect the
contribution of gauge couplings. In contrast to that the SU~5!
conditionYb5Yt leads to a zero of thebRb2t

5dRb2t /dt
function in the presence of gauge couplings. Note that nei-
ther of the above occurs in MSSM where the contributions of
the extra fields imposed by the extended GUT symmetry are
absent.

FIG. 4. The effect of the variation of the
MHc

andMH
f8
, within the range allowed by pro-

ton stability in theb-t unification and also in the
extracted value ofas . We take as inputs:
mb
pole54.9 GeV andmt

pole5180 GeV.

FIG. 5. Unification of all Yukawa couplings
in the MDM1PQ model withmb

pole54.9 GeV,
mt
pole5180 GeV and the other input parameters

displayed in Fig. 2.
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Figure 5 shows that the SO~10!-like Yukawa unification
requires as expected large values of tanb which are not al-
lowed by the requirement of radiative symmetry breaking.
Note, however, that this is not necessarily true in a realistic
SO~10! model. Although complete Yukawa unification is ex-
cluded,Yb5Yt and Yt5Yn can be realized independently
for a wide range of tanb values. It should be noted that the
neutrino pole-mass that corresponds tot-n Yukawa coupling
unification is approximatelymnt

pole5(100 GeV! 2/MR . This,

very roughly, corresponds to a low energy value of the top
Yukawa coupling approximately twice that of the neutrino
Yukawa coupling. For a cosmologically interesting neutrino
of mnt

pole510 eV this fixes the lepton number-PQ-breaking

scale to beMR51012 GeV.

IV. BRIEF CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have studied in a two-loop accuracy
framework the unification of the Yukawa couplings in exten-
sions of the MSSM which are based on the group SU~5!.
Both logarithmic and finite threshold contributions of SUSY
particles have been included in the calculation of the gauge
and Yukawa couplings atMZ . We have taken into account
the effect of all heavy masses in the renormalization group
for the gauge and Yukawa couplings. The models that we
have examined are theminimalSU~5! model and the Peccei-
Quinn version of the missing doublet model. In the minimal

SU~5! modelb-t unification is possible formb values larger
than 5 GeV in the low tanb regime, but in all cases the
encounteredas(MZ) values are too large to reconcile with
experiment. Due to the bound of the proton decay stability
we cannot go to the large tanb regime in this model. On the
other hand, in the Peccei-Quinn version of the missing doub-
let model, where the effect of the right handed neutrino is
naturally included, we have found~Figs. 2, 3, 4! that b-t
unification atMGUT can be achieved both in the low (m.0
andm,0) and the large (m.0) tanb regime foras values
compatible with the low energy experimental data. It is in-
teresting to note that this is achieved for values of the inter-
mediate Peccei-Quinnb-t lepton number breaking scale in
the cosmologically interesting neighborhood of 1012 GeV.
We have also considered whether all the Yukawa couplings
are unified at the scaleMGUT ~Fig. 5!. Only b-t Yukawa
coupling unification is possible within this model since the
constraint of the radiative symmetry breaking forbids an
SO~10! like conditionYt5Yb5Yt5Yn atMGUT.
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